III. Storage
The store must be a dynamic one so that it is possible to "(2) modify material (add, delete, and reorder)" (Ohlmann). It may seem that this point has mainly programming aspects, but this is not so:
(a) Before a new information unit is added one must first see if this information is already contained in the store, in other words, the "(b) identification, in various ways, of recorded facts [more general: informations D.S.]" (Upenskii, 359) is needed (this problem is related to retrieval, see IV.). (b) In deleting information one must give due consideration to the possibly interconnected structure of the store (for example, due to IL).
IV. Retrieval
It goes without saying for all authors that the IL must be adapted to appropriate retrieval, including retrieval for selective dissemination. It has been widely discussed that this implies (a) the introduction of relevance-constants and (b) the possibility of varying the scope of the search question (performing inclusive searches). It is also well known that the information which is asked for in spite of being not explicitly stored may be deduced from the information in the store (see IL).
(1) (1) This point is equivalent to Ohlmann: "(4) translate (match, requests, machine capabilities, and .answers)", which includes also point (7) below, and to Upenskii: "(2(a)) the selection of necessary information" and'partly to Melton's (3) (see below, V. (7)).
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V. Communication
Communication comprises both communication between man and man and between man and machine (as needed for information retrieval for instance). Cordonnier has made a proposal to create a common language U for communication. This language U would comprise all the possibilities for the differentiation of expressions contained in the source languages but would eliminate Synonymity and Homonymity. A poorer version of this language called M would be abstracted for use in machines. Freeman, 65, also proposes to write scientific papers in the social sciences in an artificial information language because natural language achieves only partial and not full communication; this results from the fact that different people assign different meanings to the same terms without making those differences explicit.
Iii this connection one may mention the idea of using an IL as a metalanguage for machine translation (Cordonnier; Upenskii, 359/60; Melton, 58e:337/38) . The claim of UDC that for each concept as expressed by the UDC number one may find the corresponding terms in different languages by consulting the respective editions of UDC lies along this path, too. Now, in order to fulfill these functions in a reasonable way an IL should have the following features:
(1) It "(1) must be unambiguous. Every description should permit of an un equivocal interpretation". (Upenskii, 359.) (2) "It should be flexible. 79 (Kochen.) (3) It should be "£«#/M[Freneh; ... D.SJ-like" (Kochen) or be easily trans formable to an English-like version.
(4) It should be adapted to "(1) the nature of the subject matter..." (Melton) . It may be that "specific abstract languages.. . [for] .. .the various fields of sciences" (Upenskii, 359) have to be created.
(5) It should be possible to detect some kinds of incompleteness of information (see Bohnert, 63 .12:52) and incorrectness of information, 'correct' being interpreted in a purely formal manner as 'following the specified rules of the information language which may reflect some ways of thinking which by common agreement are thought necessary for a given field of science' (Cordonnier). (Compare A. 5.4.) These points (which perhaps together make up Melton's point "(4) the semantic capabilities of the system of encoding") must be brought into accordance with the following additional "engineering" requirements: (6) "(2) the nature, scope and variety of information requirements." (Melton.) (7) "(3) the special requirements of automatic searching [perhaps more appropriate: processing D.S.] by electronic equipment" (Melton) or other equipment, as may be the case.
(8) Finally "(5) the time, cost and effort involved in the total operation" (Melton) is an important factor.
It may be that it is not possible to fulfill all these requirements with one language in one version. It would then be necessary to have different versions of the same language, each version adapted to one or more purposes, so that each version may be easily transformed into any other. A general proposal in this direction was made by Qordonnier (see above); Bohnert, 63.12 , describes a project, the purpose of which is the creation of some restricted form of natural English which may be transformed into the language of a calculus of logic. 222 [46] D. SOERGEL A.2. A general model for the structure of the ensemble of subjects (Regarding those aspects of the subjects which are of importance for the purposes mentioned above.) This is a somewhat modified summary of a more detailed analysis contained in Soergel, 65.9.
Generation of the ensemble of subjects (expressions)
We start from a set of (A + + ) of primitive concepts (predicates, attributes) and a set M of "relevance constants". As usual more complex subjects are described by combinations of simpler subjects. This combination is achieved as follows: first to each of the more simple subjects a relevance constant is assigned in order to specify the importance of the more simple subject in the frame of the more complex subject to be described or, to turn the argument around, to specify the relevance of the complex subject for searches for material on the more simple subject. Then a binary operation "CONNECTION" is defined which allows for the construction of a complex subject from two more simple subjects to which relevance constants have been assigned. This operation requires the indication of a further constant, the "Connection strength" which for the sake of simplicity may be an element of the set M. We generalize the definition of this operation in allowing that to one subject there may be connected different other subjects at the same time, each in a binary way. In short the operation CONNECTION allows for the construction of a network representing a complex subject, the points of the network being more simple subjects and the lines between the points being weighted. Of course the points contained in the network may be networks in themselves. To give a simple and well known example:
Thermometer would be represented by "instrument :{purpose :[(operation measure):( < target measure > -.temperature)]}". By recursion one arrives at the primitive concepts; the basic set (A ++ ) generates the whole ensemble of possible subjects. We call each subject derived in such a way an expression of (= within) the information language.
{1)

Relations between subjects
Before analyzing these expressions of the language in more detail we shall finish the description of our general model by looking on the relations between subjects. The statements on these relations may be called meta-statements about the information language. We may roughly differentiate three types of such relations between subjects A and B:
(1) A partial ordering relation A <= B for which the best wording is perhaps "A implies B". This relation may hold (a) between two subjects at least one of which is a primitive concept due to stipulation, the reason for which lies outside of the system of the IL (for example biological taxonomy: horse implies mammal); or (b) between two subjects at least one of which is not a primitive concept due to some rules of inference which have been defined for the information language. Such a rule would be for example A <= B if B occurs as a point in the network of A, for example: A = Thermometer, B = temperature or B = (operation: measure).
The whole ensemble of possible subjects becomes such a partially ordered system. (1) In an exact formulation, we should distinguish symbols and concepts represented by the symbols; an expression would then be a string of symbols, created according to specified rules, and would represent a subject.
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(2) The second type of relations would be the nearness of two subjects A and B in the partially ordered system described in (1) 5 which may be measured in different ways (compare Soergel, 65.9, chapter 4) .
(3) The third type of relations may be characterized as "see-also-relations". They hold either (a) between any two subjects by stipulation or (b) between two subjects at least one of which is not a primitive concept by rules of inference. Such a rule would for example be if "A see also B" and if one gets the network of B' from the network of A' by replacing A by B, then "A' see also B"\ For example: "Instruments for the measurement of tempera ture" see also "Instruments for the control of temperature".
Relational factors; role indicators
Having finished the general frame of our model we may proceed to a more detailed analysis of the expressions of the IL which will bring us to the relational factors in information retrieval From a pragmatic point of view it might be useful to divide the primitive concepts into "content concepts" and in "role indieators" (1) (of course this division will be questionable in single cases). The smallest building bloc of a network would then be a subject resulting from a connection of a content concept with a role indicator (such a connection is sometimes called role-term). The connection of two such role-terms would then be equivalent to a binary relation applied on the two content concepts. Higher order relations are built up in an obvious way. (2) If one has a set of specified higher order relations and one wishes to express these relations by the IL one has to go the other way around and to break down the higher order relations into role-indicators which then may be incorporated into the IL.
Of course role-indicators may be connected with other role-indicators to give more complex role-indicators. Between two role-indicators all the relations specified above may hold. The search for a basic set of role-indicators to which this symposium may contribute differs not, in principle, from the search for a basic set of content concepts. The rigorous application of the principle "breaking down to role-indicators" will be useful in this connection as is to be seen in part B.
Remark on generality
I realize that there are not many, if any, new ideas in the model described above but I hope that it has some significance by the very fact that it lacks some features of other systems also called general models. Such additional features are due mostly to machine requirements or other artificial and accidental reasons; for example; distinct levels of complexity of subjects (numbered from 1 to 4, etc.), distinction between subjects contained in the vocabulary and those that are not contained there, distinction between analytic and synthetic relations.
Engineering aspects
Now the abstract model described gives rise to a structure of high complexity which cannot be easily handled either by man or by machine. In order to get information languages for concrete applications one must therefore introduce some restrictions. In doing so one should be eagerly aware of the information losses which result as a consequence. Section A.3. is concerned with this problem.
(1) Definition of these classes may be by enumeration.
(2) As may be seen from the last sentence it is not stated here that relations are ever binary. ) one has a model for the "real" structure of subjects. (b) It is possible to model any existing system for the expression of subjects-including probably natural language-by taking as elements of (A + + ) those entities (terms, concepts, or whatsoever) which are defined as primitive in the scheme to be modeled (compare Soergel, 65.9, chapters 1 and 2). Comparison with (a) shows the short comings of each of the systems.
A. 3. Specializations of the general model
There are two main possibilities for simplifying the information language: (a) Drop the "links" that is, the information that two subjects are connected. For searching this means that one has to state as connected any two subjects contained in the information unit (for example, in a document description). (b) Drop the role-indicators. These and other possibilities will be discussed in the following: 3.1. Coordinate indexing Restrictions (a) and (b) are introduced. It is possible to reintroduce links to some extent in a system of coordinate indexing in two ways:
(i) "In systems without links, links may be simulated to a certain degree by changing the set of objects (documents; information units). More properly speaking if the attributes to be linked belong to a certain section of a document one may separate this section and define it as an own document in itself. Thus the attributes applicable to this section are not connected with the attributes of other sections. In this way it is even possible to simulate different discrete linking strengths by different.. .[subdivisions of information units]. But one should mention that this possibility is very restricted, because it often occurs that the terms to be linked do not belong to a separate section" (Soergel, 65.9:1.125, p. 17) .
(ii) One may stipulate some rules stating that subject A can be connected only with such and such other subjects. This procedure, which I term "indirect prelinking", is thus possible in systems without role-indicators, and is of special importance in systems with role-indicators where one may formulate the rules for the indirect linking of role-indicators with certain classes of terms, or of role-terms with role-terms, considering only the roles contained.
Because the role-indicators are few in number and general in application, a few rules will do the job for many cases (see A.3.3.),
Systems with links, without role-indicators
Some procedures of statistical indexing deliver for each document a set of index terms together with some statistical connections between these terms. Information languages for human indexing of this type would also be conceivable. It has been stated that links convey more information than role-indicators (see A.3.5.).
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Systems with role-indicators, without links
(i) Such systems seem not to be useful if they do not introduce some device of indirect prelinking (see A.3.L (ii)).
Example: in a German documentation on problems of developing countries there exists the agent/target problem in the description of international relations; in most cases there is involved one developing country and one industrial country. So we introduce the "prelinked" role-indicators "agent developing country", "agent industrial country", "target developing country" and "target industrial country". Of course this device does not work if two countries of the same type are involved, the one being agent, the other being target. We may interpret this as follows: To the role-indicator a specification is added, specifying to what kinds of elements the role-indicator may be connected in order to get a role-term.
(ii) One may weaken the restriction "without links" and allow for direct linking of roleindicators with content concepts, but not for further direct linking of one role-term with another. In this case, an indirect pre-linking is automatically achieved by correct splitting of synthetic relations and taking all the role-indicators. For example (compare B.3.); relation: Property/Having the property; takes both "Property" and "Having the property" as roleindicators. In establishing the connection within an information unit one may then drop those which do not result in appropriate relations, that is, role-terms containing "Property" may only be linked with role-terms containing "Having the property".
(1) This device is realized by the WRU-role-indicators:
"KWV property" and "KOV property given for" (more appropriate: "Having the property"; KOV is restricted in the WRU-System to materials, but this is an unnecessary restriction). To give a further example: "KUG" (location given for) is used with the name of a company or other organization or group of individuals to ensure proper designation of location when the role-indicator KIG (location) is used" (Rees, 58:186) . The connection organization/location is established in an unique manner as long as more than one organization and more than one location do not simultaneously appear in the same information unit. A further type of indirect prelinking of role-terms may be introduced as follows (compare BA Ky, 61):
Divide role-indicator A into A' and A" and stipulate that role-terms using A' may be connected only with role-terms of such and such categories (see A.4.3.), and accordingly for A".
The Semantic Code^ and telegraphic abstracts of WRU
This information language exposes various features already described. It has an artificial division of subjects in levels: the semantic factors (primitive concepts), terms, phrases, sentences, paragraphs, etc. These levels are used for the simulation of links. Role-indicators may be connected by direct linking with primitive concepts (semantic factors); the combination of several such factors, each linked with a role-indicator, make up a term. A term in turn may be directly linked with a role indicator, and a combination of such terms makes up a phrase. Phrases and higher units of information may not be combined with role-indicators and serve only the purpose of simulation of links. There are two kinds of role-indicators: the ones used in connection with primitive concepts and called analytic relations and the (1) In systems with links, "Having the property" is obviously not needed as role-indicator.
(2) "Semantic Code" mixes two things which according to A.0. should be strictly separated, namely the semantic information language and the machine code, by which this IL is represented in the machine.
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others used in connection with terms and called synthetic relation (see A.4.2.) . Some of the roleindicators have an indirect prelinking function (see the examples in 3.3.). 3.5. Discussion of the practical importance of role-indicators in information retrieval Doyle, 63.2:11, has made the point that if some terms (or in our terminology content concepts) are associated (connected), then it is very likely that the roles of these concepts correspond to a certain pattern. To cite a famous example; if the terms man, dog, bite are associated then it is likely that the subject is "dog bites man" (that is dog is agent, bite is action, man is target), and it is very unlikely that the subject is "man bites dog". Because this is true for the description of documents and of search questions it is very likely that the roles of associated terms are the same in both cases, so that in performing the search we need not know what the roles are. Doyle concludes "that one can create for himself a non-existing problem by confusing what can happen in a retrieval system with what is likely to happen". In commenting on this argument of Doyle we must distinguish between indicative and informative statements (see A.4.I.).
(i) Systems using indicative statements (only document retrieval systems).
(a) There are fields and combinations of terms for which Doyle's point does not hold. The problem is quite common in international economics (the combi nation Germany, United States, export); or in chemistry (reactants and reaction product). (b) Doyle's argument may hold, but in spite of this there may be some infrequent cases in which the roles do not correspond to the standard pattern. There may be for example cases of "man bites dog". If someone studying psychology has the search question "man bites dog" he must go through all the frequent cases "dog bites man" in order to find answers. (c) In various fields-especially in social sciences-there occur search questions which combine very general terms in specified roles. In this case irrelevant material would be too frequently found by dropping the role-indicators.
To cite an example from natural science (lacking concrete data on social sciences), in the Semantic Code there are 398 different concepts in which "material properties" is contained as a semantic factor, but there are only 28 different concepts in which this same semantic factor occurs as object of an action. (Melton, 58d:239) . One might perhaps use in this case Doyle's argument to proceed as follows: assign to each combination of concepts a standard pattern of role-indicators and add these role-indicators each time this combination of concepts is found. However, this would have the disadvantage that the exceptional cases which correspond to the search question by virtue of exceptionality (and which therefore are perhaps the most interesting ones) are not found. As a consequence we may say that the applicability of Doyle's argument is dependent on the nature of the field and the type of search questions. (d) Finally one may argue (as for example Barhydt, now at WRU, does) that it is better to have a list of specific terms, so that the description of information at a specific level is possible without role-indicators complicating the indexing process. In fact this means to go back to subject headings, the shortcomings of which for searching are well known (compare A.I., point IV. for the shortcomings lie in the fact that the subject heading lists are lacking in proper designation of semantic relations between the subject terms. To resolve this lack, i.e. to organize the subject heading list, some approach realizing the general model described in A.2., which may include the use of role-indicators, is necessary (compare Soergel, 65.5).
(ii) For informative statements Doyle's argument is not applicable at least in principle because we cannot mix ordinary cases (which by the way are information-poor) with exceptional cases (which are the information-rich ones). One may introduce however some sort of appropriate coding of the ordinary cases by omitting the role-indicators and saying, if this combination of concepts occurs and if no role-indicators are specified, that the standard pattern of roles assigned to this combination of concepts applies. (1) 
Indicative and informative descriptions
The statements "measurement of temperature" and "temperature was measured'* would have the same description in the IL outlined in our general model, and yet are different in nature. The first phrase describes a problem without saying whether there is a solution or a positive answer. The statement "It was not possible to measure temperature" or even "It is impossible in principle to measure temperature" (a wrong statement, of course) would fall in the range of the problem "measurement of temperature". The second statement also describes a problem (if implicitly), and gives furthermore a result, namely: temperature was measured. So it is not as much a problem of how the expressions of our IL are constructed as of how they are interpreted. We may add to our language some symbols to be prefixed to expressions in order to specify how these expressions are to be interpreted.. Such prefixes would be for example: indicative-states a problem, informative-gives a result (and perhaps states implicitly a problem). normative-states something to be done.
But these definitions would not completely correspond to the usual meaning of (for example) "indicative abstract", because "temperature has been measured" would be a sentence of an indicative abstract whereas an informative abstract has to give in addition the degree of temperature which has been measured. Now it is clearly to be seen that in the phrase "temperature has been measured" something is lacking which has to be given in each measurement, namely the value (or values) of the measured. Thus there is an empty place (variable would be misleading perhaps in this connection) in this subject which has to be filled in. So we may modify our definition as follows: an indicative expression is either an expression in the indicative mode or an expression in the informative mode with an empty place to be filled in. Such an expression in the informative mode stands for many possible expressions according to the various possibilities for the thing to be filled in. Regarding the partial ordering of the ensemble of all subjects we may say that the expression in the informative mode implies the same expression in the indicative mode, and that an expression in the informative mode with an empty place is implied by the same expression with an empty place filled in. But if we introduce the degree of specificity of a subject (for example the length of the chain from this subject to a maximal point of the partially ordered system), 228 [52] D. SOERGEL there may be expressions in the indicative mode with a higher degree of speciality than other expressions in the informative mode: take for example the indicative phrase "measurement of temperature above 1000°C with constantan/copper/thermo-couples" and the informative phrase "the temperature has been measured to be 10°C".
It is clearly to be seen that there is no strong borderline between indicative and informative expressions because the set of "things" to be filled in in the empty place may be narrowed down step by step, making the indicative expression more and more informative.
In spite of the fact that specificity and informativeness of a subject or of an abstract must be distinguished, it is quite obvious that informative expressions are only useful if a certain degree of specificity may be reached in the IL. So the intention of being informative is one reason among others to have an IL capable of special expressions, and this in turn may require the introduction of properly designed role-indicators.
Analytic vs. synthetic relations
It was stated above that this distinction seems to be an artificial one; we shall discuss this statement here in more detail. The basis for this distinction seems to lie in the following division of "encoding" (= put in machineable form) "of abstracts" by Melton, 58a:
"
Step I. The highly variable phrasing of abstracts written in English or another natural language is reduced to standardized form"; this gives rise to the synthetic relations as expressed by role-indicators.
Step IL The words or more precisely the terms in the standardized form of abstract are encoded so that important features of meaning are rendered explicit by the code. Also important relationships among terms are similarly recorded in code-form"; this gives rise to analytic relations. Vickery, 59:136, has formulated the distinction as follows: analytic relations are based on the definition of concepts and exist between concepts by virtue of their meaning. Synthetic relations exist between concepts in particular context only (found by experiment or observation). Now the distinction made by Melton surely has some pragmatic value if applied consciously and cautiously, but it is nevertheless artificial. One abstract may describe a concept in terms of simpler concepts; then this will give rise to a synthetic phrase in the telegraphic abstract. In another abstract the same concept may be referred to by a single term which will appear as such in the telegraphic abstract and later be transformed into an expression of the Semantic Code by means of the analytic relations. Look at the following example given by Melton, 58f:388/89: A search question contains (among other terms) "Beryllium alloy". The search formulation contains the following elements in order to express this concept: Melton goes on to say "subphrases 2 and 3 are the telegraphic expression for the English expression "Beryllium alloy". "Often, however, in literature, alloys are referred to only by a trade-name or a classification, sometimes with no explicit citation of the constituent elements. In such cases the editor of the telegraphic abstract will not always be able to designate these constituent elements and will be obliged to call the alloy by the name given it in the context of the literature. The code notation for alloys so named, however, will contain the codes of the major alloying elements. For example, the code for Riverside Alloy 32 is:
LALL. METL. 4. BQE. METL. 4. CQU. O32.
Thus another subphrase may be added to the search requirement: Subphrase 5 KEJ. Material processed LALL. BQE. Thus the role-indicator KUJ, stating that Beryllium as metal is a component of Riverside Alloy (as stated by the editor of the abstract) and the analytic relation E stating that Riverside Alloy is composed of Beryllium as metal and copper as metal (as stated in the Semantic Code Dictionary) serve exactly the same purpose, and the question remains why two different symbols must be used (the only fact I can see is the complication of the formulation of search questions). Now to the argument of Vickery, that "analytic relations are based on the definition of concepts". First, I would prefer to state "definition of terms". Second, definition is assigning a term to a subject, i.e. to an expression of an IL designed according to our general model. This has terminological aspects which do not concern us here as well as aspects in the idea plane, namely the selection of subjects to which terms have to be assigned. But this in no way whatsoever influences the structure of subjects and the roles to be assigned to their elements. This has been illustrated by our example above; we may give a further one. (Melton, 62 , appendix D, page 14): (a) description of subject: "electrons produce a bound which acts upon atoms". If this sentence would appear in an abstract it would be translated into a telegraphic phrase using synthetic role-indicators, (b) Now this subject is called "atomic bound" by definition; the definition as adapted to translation into the Semantic Code would be as follows: "Atomic bound is (a connection, specifically a) bound produced by (particles of physics, specifically) electrons and acts upon (particles of physics, specifically) atoms." This definition would be translated into the semantic code by means of analytic relations to give the following:
C4NT £ 1004. % PgPH £ 1006. f PFTH £ 1004. A last remark will show how artificial the distinction between defined and undefined subjects is. We surely would assume that the headings of UDC would belong to the defined subjects. However we are told by Melton, 58b:3_66/67 that in an experiment to make UDC compatible with the Semantic Code, UDC-headings (which consist of several terms) are translated into "miniature encoded abstracts", the relations between UDC-terms being expressed by role-indicators and the UDC-terms themselves being looked up in the Semantic Code Dictionary. There is another aspect in Vickery's argument which shall be discussed in the following section.
Paradigmatic vs. syntagmatic relations
It is stated in SEMA 64/1:43/44 that there are two tasks: (1) Broadening of the search question by taking into account further related words. This is referred to in Soergel, 65.9, section 1.3 as "extended retrieval mapping". If this is neglected the percentage of relevant documents found remains too low.
(1) Actually Melton gives the following code: LALL. BQE. CQU. 032 which is shortened by the application of special rules holding for alloys.
[54]
D. SOERGEL (2) Specification of the search question, the "content words" remaining the same, but the relations being specified. The problems posed by these tasks are solved by introduction of two types of relations: (i) "(b) les rapports paradigmatiques ou rapports essentiels et universellement acceptes -par consequence implicites-qui exist entre les Mots" (SEMA, 64/1:7). (ii) "(c) les rapports syntagmatiques ou rapport contingents et occasioned-par consequence explicites-qui sont suceptibles d'exister entre les mots" (SEMA, 64/1:7). Now this statement, resembling the other aspect of Vickery's argument, mixes up two things which should be thoroughly distinguished, as is done in the following definition:
Synthetic (or syntagmatic) relations serve the purpose of combining subjects to give more complex subjects as is described in our general model where synthetic relations in this sense are made up by pairs or triples etc. of role-indicators (as is the case in the telegraphic abstracts of WRU).
It does not matter whether these relations are occasionally or universally accepted, or if the subject is well known and frequently used, or used only once in some publication.
Paradigmatic relations are those which hold between subjects, that is between expressions of the information language according to the rules sketched in our model. (Note that we use interpretation A.2.6(a) of the model, so that the correspondences between terms and subjects, as established in the Semantic Code Dictionary, for example, do not concern as here.) Now, if the equipment is versatile enough, each user may specify his own stipulations and rules for paradigmatic relations, regardless of universal or non-universal acception. He may be aided by a thesaurus, a list of statistical associations or other means, but he is completely free. It may be that equipment restraints impose some pressure on the group of all users to agree on some paradigmatic relations (compare Soergel, 65.9, section 1.0, last section).
Two further remarks may be added:
(1) We may specify a certain type of partial ordering relations A < B by indicating the role which the more general subject B plays in the special subject A. That is, we use the syntagmatic or synthetic role of the simpler subject in the complex subject for the specification of the paradigmatic relation between the complex subject and the more simple subject. Thus we arrive at that aspect of analytic relations of WRU which has perhaps suggested the term "relations". It is quite obvious that it does not matter if one names the syntagmatic role or the accordingly specified paradigmatic relation. But it is certainly confusing if in the same system both ways of naming are introduced so that in fact the same things have double names. (2) There is a pragmatic differentiation between:
(i) subjects and relations taken up in a thesaurus; (ii) subjects and relations dealt with in the literature and in search questions and (ill) subjects and relations which have never been considered (which do not yet have "empirical warrant", such as "influence of the temperature of the Hudson River on the war in Vietnam"). It is well known that some modern documentation systems tend to mix up (i) and (ii) in offering the searcher relations between terms not only from the thesaurus but also from the literature and from search questions already processed. (1) but only in the frame of some patterns made up of several roles, then we shall call these roles grammatical. It is an additional feature of natural grammar that the same subject may be expressed by such different patterns of roles. If the roles have meanings in themselves, as is usually the case for roles used in ILs, we shall call these roles semantic. Also in this case it is possible of course that there are different ways of expressing the same subject (as for example in the WRU system).
5.2. As outlined in A.2.3. relations (grammatical or semantic) are made up as patterns of several roles. Now it is well known that ILs given in the literature partly use relationindicators, partly use role-indicators, or both together in an unconscious manner. In order to compare different schemes of roles and/or relations it is therefore necessary to split the relations up into the appropriate roles.
5.3. The roles may also give rise to a categorization (that is a division into disjunct subsets) of primitive or at least fairly simple concepts in the following way: select a subset of roles such that each primitive or simple concept considered may appear in more complex subjects in exactly one role contained in the subset (look for example at the scheme Vi, 59a, given in section B.4.). This then gives a division of concepts according to their possible function rather than by fields of science. Of course there are some roles which are not suited to serve as categories, for example "starting material" and "outcoming material" in the analysis of chemical reactions or "agent" and "target" in the analysis of social relations, because each material or each person may take both of the respective roles.
Such categorized lists of simple concepts are characteristic of faceted classification. A deeper analysis of the concepts contained in a category or facet may reveal that many of these concepts can be reduced to a "role-term" consisting of a "root" and a role-indicator; this occurs definitely in all those cases where the same term occurs in different facets. Thus in faceted classification there may be present a certain degree of prelinking (compare also Soergel, 65.9, section 1.23).
5.4. Finally we should mention the application of roles in the "aid-to-indexing-form" of the American Institute of Physics, or in the "Positions-Referat" (Rothkirch-Trach, 63.3). In both cases one starts with the assumption that some roles should appear in each scientific publication and that a listing of these roles might be a good framework for the abstractor indexer; this would be a specific realization of requirement A. 1.(5). Rothkirch lists the following such roles: Field; Problem to be analyzed; Object which serves for the experiment; Method; Result.
B. COMPARATIVE LIST OF SOME SCHEMES GIVEN IN THE LITERATURE B .1. Principles of construction 1.1. It is of practical importance, for information retrieval, to work out a detailed scheme of role-indicators (see A.3.5.) different sub-sections of which may be used for information retrieval languages in different fields. This task, as indicated in A.2., is an integral part of the broader task of revealing the structure of subjects, that is to design an appropriate classification scheme. The role-indicators may be viewed as a sub-system of such a scheme. They can be broken down into semantic factors or aspects in the same way as "content concepts" can be. There may exist hierarchical relations between role-indicators, but it (1) It is not stated here that roles by definition have no meaning in themselves; but this case is assumed to be possible.
seems not appropriate to devise too strict a scheme of hierarchy. In short, the role-indicators may be viewed as very general concepts applicable over a broad range of fields of thought.
As a first step to the development of such a universal scheme of role-indicators it seems to be useful to build up a cumulative and comparative list of all schemes designed so far.
In building up such a comparative list, a pragmatic and cautious grouping of roleindicators using the different proposals made by different authors and compromising between these is to be preferred to any artificial stress.
(1) A provisional list following these principles is given in B.3., comprising only a small number of sources. Some features evolving from this tentative list are described in B.2. In order to render such a universal scheme really useful, a definition must be attached to each role-indicator; these definitions will in many cases be inductive, that is by a list of examples.
Besides or after the study of role-indicators it is interesting to study the possible patterns of combinations of them. We know already of the synthetic relations as being such combinations which are fixed to a high degree so that one may perhaps say that they lie in the "nature" of the corresponding role-indicators. Other less fixed combinations which are likely to occur are given on "phrase sheets" by Melton, 58a:82f (referred to as possible themes). Furthermore it would be necessary to take into account requirement A.l.II and to state rules of inference from one pattern of role-indicators to another, or from two or more patterns which simultaneously hold to one another (compare SYNTOL 62:32 "regies de developpement"). To give a simple and well known example:
if "a causes b" and "b causes c" then "a causes c" Requirement A. 1.(5) also gives rise to an analysis of appropriate rules for patterns of roles.
1.2. The building-up of an exhaustive cumulative list will be attempted: a list of all the role-indicators contained in many different sources according to principles described elsewhere (Soergel, 65.5) . The full application of these principles would make the use of a computer necessary.
The state of this work is as follows: The role-indicators contained in the sources given in BA have been brought into one list, the different sources being kept, together with some other information. An extract of this list, not giving the different sources, is given as section B.3.
Relations have been split up into their component role-indicators as indicated in A.5. Indirect prelinking has been indicated in the full list.
B.2. Some features evolving from the comparison of some schemes of role-indicators
There is a fairly good agreement on some general role-indicators. There are not too many examples of role-indicators contained in only one or two schemes, and in most cases these are special ones.
On the other hand there is a wide variety of proposals for the arrangement and classification of role indicators.
(2) I hope that the arrangement I have chosen is in accordance with the principles stated in B.I.I.
(l) As already indicated above, what is a role is defined by enumeration. Since the list is intended to contain all the information from the sources processed, there is no place for selectivity. The hierarchical arrangement is meant only as a tentative and highly pragmatic device for ordering the relations and roleindicators. A final classification which may claim full logical strength will (hopefully) emerge from this approach.
(2) In this regard the situation seems to be not too much different from that in the "content" section ot classification schemes.
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Finally it is easy to see that indeed there are not just a few role-indicators which may be •split up into more basic factors. This has been indicated in some few cases. The scheme of "basic factors" has to be developed first in order to render possible a systematic treatment from this problem. The following might be a first trial Putting aside such very clear things as time and space .and the pairs whole/part, class/element there remain the following basic "types": Thing, entity-type (having a form, Ranganathan's personality) Material, substance-type (having no form, manifesting themselves in thing-entities;
Ranganathan's matter) Property-type Conditiontype Process-type Agenttype Target-type Further aspects would be:
causality; with purpose-without purpose (motivative); real-mental. The first sequence contains perhaps those roles necessary in each case for the description of phenomena, whereas the further aspects introduce in addition the explanation of phenomena. The distinction real-mental seems to be useful in that the first is prefixed to roleindicators referring to "real" relations between things (as for example action, b strikes c), and the second is prefixed to role-indicators referring to the way in which human thought reveals things and "real" relations between things. It may further be mentioned that many binary relations are used in one possible direction in one scheme and in the other in another scheme (for example part/whole and whole/part) and that it is sometimes difficult to decide from the secondary sources what the direction is.
B.3. Cumulative and comparative list of the relations and role-indicators contained in the sources given in B.4>
This table tries to concentrate in an encyclopedic manner the informations contained in each of the sources, that is:
(1) Each piece of information contained in any of the sources must be contained in the cumulative table without any exceptions in such a way that it may be exactly identified. (2) For each piece of information in the table all the sources must be given. To achieve this purpose, the following conventions are introduced:
The hierarchical levels are not indicated by indentation but by different typefaces: COMPARISON
Order relationships Before
FIRST AMONG Pa:>yaf Sometimes the italicizing is neglected for relations or role-indicators having no lower terms.
An identifying mark is assigned to the words or word combinations in each heading; these marks are numbers and sometimes small letters in addition to those in ( ); within each heading there is a separate count. After each heading those sources are listed which contain a role-indicator grouped under the heading. If a source is not mentioned with some relation or role-indicator, it may be that this source contains in spite of this a more general one or more special relations or role-indicators; this has been indicated in some few, especially important cases. Each source indication is followed (after :) by the notation of the corresponding role-indicator in this source; notation in [ ] means that it has been assigned by the author of this paper (compare B A, introduction). There are three possibilities concerning the terms or descriptions for the relations or role-indicators used by different sources:
(i) The term occurs in the heading (small variations, e.g. singular-plural, are neglected, or, if more important, indicated by :); the source is preceded by the identifying mark of the term. (ii) The description contains a term occuring in the heading; the source is preceded by the identifying mark of the term, the description (often showing that the roleindicator is more specific or more general, or indicating indirect prelinking) is given in full, the term in question referred to by .... (iii) There occurs no term of the heading in the source: no identifying mark, description given in full.
Further signs:
If the source in question has an hierarchical arrangement, the position of the roleindicator in the hierarchy is indicated by the following signs:
C > : C has lower terms > CD: there is a higher term for CD ~ : converse, e.g. (d) is the converse of (d) +: after a notation means: the corresponding role-indicator or relation is broader than the heading concerned (compare (ii) above) "Logical complement"; compare A3.3, footnote 1; "Having the property" would be logical complement of "Property". Indicated only in some few cases. /...: see also a.c. in: also classified in Most of the schemes have been taken from secondary sources; the following of these are assumed to be easily available:
de Grolier 62 Perreault 65 Vickery 61; the lists contained therein are only referred to and not duplicated. Lists contained only in other sources or to which major additions had to be made are contained in this section. For each scheme, the different sources where it is reproduced are indicated if known to the author of this report.
The source from which it is cited is indicated by *. If a scheme is not contained in a paper by the resp. author, contained in the list of references, it is denoted by (not bibL).
Notations 
